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We consider a 3-component Lotka–Volterra model with diffusion which describes
the dynamics of the population of two competing prey and one predator, and we
discuss the existence of positive stationary solutions and their stability property. To
do this, the singular perturbation method and the associated singular limit spectral
analysis are employed. © 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
To understand phenomena in various fields, we often use the system of
reaction–diffusion equations and discuss the existence of stationary solu-
tions and their stability properties.
Let us consider the activator–inhibitor system which is a 2-component
system. By the bifurcation theory, we can discuss the existence and sta-
bility of stationary solutions with small amplitude, but we have difficulty
in obtaining stationary solutions with large amplitude. On the other hand,
when one diffusion rate is sufficiently small compared with the other, by
the singular perturbation method and the associated singular limit spectral
analysis, we can study the existence and stability of stationary solutions with
large amplitude (for example, see Fujii et al. [3], Mimura et al. [10], and
Nishiura and Fujii [11]). As these facts suggest the possibility of the multi-
ple existence of stationary solutions, we see that one important problem is
to study what kind of stationary solution the system has.
In general, it is difficult to solve such a problem for the 3-component sys-
tem, as compared with the 2-component system. To approach the problem,
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in this paper, we consider a 3-component Lotka–Volterra model
ut = ε2Duxx + fu; v;
σvt = vxx + σgu; v; x ∈ 0; 1; t > 0;
ux= 0; vx = 0; x = 0; 1; t > 0
(1.1)
which describes the dynamics of the population of two competing prey and
one predator, where u = u1; u2, f = f1; f2, D = diag1; d,
f1u; v=u1 1− u1 − cu2 − v;
f2u; v=u2 a− bu1 − u2 − kv;
gu; v=α v −r + u1 + βku2;
and all parameters are positive. There are many interesting studies for pos-
itive solutions (for example, see Ikeda and Mimura [4] and Mimura et al.
[9]), where the vector w is called positive if w is in the positive quadrant. By
using the singular perturbation method, Kan-on and Mimura [7] proved the
existence of stable spatially inhomogeneous positive stationary solutions of
(1.1) for sufficiently small ε > 0, σ > 0, and k > 0 under the assumptions
k < a <
1
c
< b (1.2)
and
βka0 a− k
a0 − k
≡ r−t  < r <
a− k
a0 − k
≡ r+t ;
where a0 ∈ 1/c; b will be given in the next section. In this paper, we
construct another kind of positive stationary solution which has not been
obtained in [7], and we discuss its stability.
Setting
r−c =
βk a− k
1− ck ; h−v = 0; a− kv; v− =
aβk− r
βk2
;
r+c =
a− k
b− k; h+v = 1− v; 0; v+ = 1− r;
we see that r−t < r
−
c < r
+
c < r
+
t is satisfied for small k > 0 under the as-
sumption (1.2) and that u = h−v and u = h+v are solutions of fu; v =
0 for each v. It is easy to check that h−v−; v− and h+v+; v+ are solu-
tions of gu; v = 0. Furthermore, when the assumption (1.2) is satisfied, we
have r−c < aβk and r
+
t < 1, and then we obtain vs > 0 for each s ∈ −;+
and r ∈ Rs, where R− = r−t ; r−c  and R+ = r+c ; r+t . We denote by Ckε the
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space of k-times continuous differentiable functions on 0; 1 with the norm
u Ckε =
Pk
j=0  ε ddxju C0 , and set
Ck0 = u ∈ Ck ux0 = 0 = ux1 ; Ckε0 = Ckε ∩ Ck0 ;
Xε = C2ε0 × C2ε0 × H2 ∩ C10; Y = C0 × C0 × L2:
Our main theorem of this paper is stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1 Suppose (1.2) and r ∈ Rs with s ∈ −;+. Then there
exists ε0 > 0 such that (1.1) has an unstable spatially inhomogeneous positive
stationary solution uε; vεx for any 0 < ε ≤ ε0. Furthermore uε; vεx
satisfies the following properties:
(i) uε; vεx is bounded in C2ε × C2ε × C2;
(ii) limε→0 uεx = hsvs uniformly on τ; 1 for any τ > 0;
(iii) limε→0 vεx = vs uniformly on 0; 1.
The singular perturbation method for the 2-component system (for
instance, see [10]) suggests that the parameter dependence of travelling
waves of
0 = Duξξ + s uξ + fu; v; ξ ∈ R (1.3)
with respect to v plays an important role for studying the existence of so-
lutions of (1.1) and their stability properties. Although in general we have
difficulty in studying the parameter dependence for the system, we can ob-
tain the precise information on the parameter dependence for (1.3) by using
the comparison principle and the bifurcation theory for heteroclinic and/or
homo-clinic orbits. By virtue of this information, the singular perturbation
method for the 2-component system works well for the system (1.1).
In Fig. 1, the global structure of positive stationary solutions is numeri-
cally shown when r is globally varied. The branch of positive stationary so-
lutions of (1.1) with single layer bifurcates from the spatially homogeneous
positive stationary solution E+++ at r = r−c and r = r+c and consists of three
parts: (i) upper branch (r−t < r < r
−
c ), (ii) center branch (r
−
t < r < r
+
t ), and
(iii) lower branch (r+c < r < r
+
t ). Unstable solutions shown in the above
theorem correspond to the upper and lower branches. On the other hand,
stable solutions shown in [7] correspond to the center branch.
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FIG. 1. Bifurcation structure of positive stationary solutions as ε → 0. The branch E0++
(respectively, E+0+) consists of equilibrium points such that the u1 (respectively, u2) component
is equal to 0 and the others are positive. Solid curves indicate the stable branch, and broken
curves the unstable branch.
2. CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTIONS
Let us construct positive stationary solutions with a boundary layer at
x = 0. To do this, we rewrite the stationary problem of (1.1) as
0= ε2Duxx + fu; v;
0= vxx + σgu; v; x ∈ 0; ε τ;
ux0= 0; uε τ = uˆ;
vx0= 0; vε τ = vˆ; (2.1L)
0= ε2Duxx + fu; v;
0= vxx + σgu; v; x ∈ ε τ; 1;
uε τ= uˆ; ux1 = 0;
vε τ= vˆ; vx1 = 0; (2.1R)
uxε τ− = uxε τ+; vxε τ− = vxε τ+ (2.1B)
and use a modified version of the usual singular perturbation method (for
instance, see Fife [2]), where uˆ, vˆ, and τ are constants to be determined
later, and ux− and ux+ are defined by
ux− = lim
δ↑0
ux+ δ; ux+ = lim
δ↓0
ux+ δ;
respectively. Let s ∈ −;+.
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2.1. Solutions of (2.1R)
We use the variable y = x− ε τ/1− ε τ to rewrite (2.1R) as
0= ε2Duyy + χε fu; v;
0= vyy + σχε gu; v; y ∈ 0; 1;
u0= uˆ; uy1 = 0;
v0= vˆ; vy1 = 0;
(2.2)
where χε = 1− ε τ2. As ε→ 0, the above problem is formally reduced
to
0= fu; v;
0= vyy + σgu; v; y ∈ 0; 1;
v0= vˆ; vy1 = 0:
(2.3)
Since u = hsv is a solution of fu; v = 0 for each v, we substitute u =
hsv into the second equation of (2.3) and then obtain for v only
0= vyy + νs v vs − v; y ∈ 0; 1;
v0= vˆ; vy1 = 0;
(2.4)
where
νs =
(
σαβk2 if s = −;
σα if s = +:
We should note here that vs > 0 is satisfied for any r ∈ Rs.
Lemma 2.1 If r ∈ Rs is satisfied, then (2.4) has a positive solution
vOy; vˆ for any vˆ in a neighborhood of vˆ = vs. Furthermore vOy; vˆ satisfies
∂
∂vˆ
vOy 0; vs = −ν0 tanh ν0 < 0, and vOy; vs = vs for any y ∈ 0; 1, where
ν0 = √νs vs.
Proof. It is obvious that vy ≡ vs is a solution of (2.4) for vˆ = vs.
Setting v = vˆ + V , we can rewrite (2.4) as
0=Vyy + νsvˆ vs − vˆ
+νs vs − 2 vˆV − νs V 2; y ∈ 0; 1;
V 0= 0; Vy1 = 0:
(2.5)
Since the variational problem
0=Vyy − ν20 V; y ∈ 0; 1;
V 0= 0; Vy1 = 0;
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of the above equation with respect to V has no nontrivial solutions, we
see from the implicit function theorem that there exists a C1-class function
vO:; vˆ defined in a neighborhood of vˆ = vs such that vOy; vˆ is a solution
of (2.4) for each vˆ and satisfies vOy; vs = vs for any x ∈ 0; 1.
Setting ∂
∂vˆ
vOy; vs = 1+ V˜ y, we see from (2.5) that V˜ y satisfies
0=Vyy − ν20 V − ν20; y ∈ 0; 1;
V 0= 0; Vy1 = 0:
By
0=
Z 1
0
V˜yyy − ν20 V˜ y − ν20 coshν0 1− ydy
=−V˜y0 cosh ν0 − ν0 sinh ν0;
we obtain ∂
∂vˆ
vOy 0; vs = −ν0 tanh ν0 < 0.
Let us determine the approximated value of uˆ and τ. To do this, we set
vˆ = vs + q and use the stretched variable y = ε ξ to rewrite (2.2) as
0=Duξξ + χε fu; v;
0= vξξ + σ ε2 χε gu; v; ξ ∈ 0; 1/ε;
u0= uˆ; uξ1/ε = 0;
v0= vs + q; vξ1/ε = 0:
Since the second equation of the above problem formally becomes vξξ = 0
as ε → 0, we could expect that vξ converges to the constant function
vs + q as ε→ 0. Hence, as ε→ 0, the above problem is approximated by
0 = Duξξ + fu; vs + q; ξ > 0: (2.6)
For the boundary condition, we may take
u0 = uˆ; u+∞ = hsvs + q: (2.7)
The condition r ∈ Rs implies
∂
∂uj
fjhsvs; vs < 0 for each j.
We set
p1γ = γ2 +
∂
∂u1
f1hsvs; vs; p2γ = d γ2 +
∂
∂u2
f2hsvs; vs;
γ1 =
s
− ∂
∂u1
f1hsvs; vs; γ2 =
s
− ∂
∂u2
f2hsvs; vs/d;
0+1 = minγ1; γ2 ; 0+2 = maxγ1; γ2 ;
0−1 = −0+2 ; 0−2 = −0+1 ;
m1 = 0; m2 = 2 − #γ1; γ2 ;
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where #A is the number of elements of the set A. Furthermore we define
the order relations s and o by
u1; u2 s u¯1; u¯2 ⇐⇒ u1 ≤ u¯1; u2 ≤ u¯2;
u1; u2 o u¯1; u¯2 ⇐⇒ u1 ≤ u¯1; u2 ≥ u¯2:
We denote by ≺s and ≺o the relations obtained from the above definition
by replacing ≤ with <.
Lemma 2.2 (Theorem 2.2 in [5]). Under the assumption (1.2), there exists
a0 ∈ 1/c; b such that, if r ∈ R− (respectively, r ∈ R+) holds, the problem
(2.6)–(2.7) with q = 0 has a positive solution u0ξ = u01; u02ξ satisfying
u0ξ0 = 0, u0ξξ ≺o 0 (respectively, u0ξξ o 0) for any ξ > 0, and
u01ξ = C1 e−γ1 ξ 1+ o1
respectively; u02ξ = C2 e−γ2 ξ 1+ o1
(2.8)
as ξ→+∞, where C1 and C2 are some positive constants.
We should remark here that r±t and R± depend on a0. In the argument
below, we may only consider the case s = −. If not, we might use the
argument below by exchanging the roles of u1 and u2.
By definition, we obtain
∂
∂u1
f2h−v−; v−≡ f−21 = −b a− kv− =
−br
βk
< 0:
We define the linear operator L0 by
L0 u = Duξξ +
∂
∂u
fu0ξ; v−u:
Since u0ξξ is a nontrivial solution of L0 u = 0 with u0 = 0, we have
u0ξξ0 o 0 (6= 0). It is easy to check that  8¯±1 ξ; 8¯±2 ξ  is a funda-
mental set of solutions of
D
d2
dξ2
+ ∂
∂u
fh−v−; v−

u = 0;
where
8¯±j ξ =
∂mj
∂γmj

−p2γ
f−21
; 1

eγ ξ

γ=0±j
; j = 1; 2:
Lemma 2.3 (Theorem 8.1 in Coddington and Levinson [1]). There ex-
ists a fundamental set 8±1 ξ; 8±2 ξ  of solutions of L0 u = 0 satisfying
8±j ξ = 8¯±j ξ +Oξmj−1 e0
±
j ξ as ξ→+∞:
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By (2.8) and 8−1 ξ2 = e0
−
1 ξ 1+ o1 as ξ→+∞, we have
0 = L08−1 ξ1 =

p1

d2
dξ2

+ o1

8−1 ξ1 − c C1 e0
−
1 −γ1 ξ 1+ o1
as ξ→+∞, and then we obtain
8−1 ξ1 e−0
−
1 ξ =
8>>><>>>:
−p20
−
1 
f−21
1+ o1 > 0 if γ1 > γ2;
c C1 e
−γ1 ξ
p10−1 − γ1
1+ o1 > 0 if γ1 ≤ γ2
as ξ → +∞, where wj is the jth element of the vector w. We assume
8−1 ξ 6s 0 for some ξ ≥ 0, and set ξ1 = sup ξ 8−1 ξ 6s 0 . Using
integration by parts, we have
0=
Z +∞
ξ1
L08−1 ξ1 u01ξdξ
=8−1 ξ11 u01ξξ1 − 8−1ξξ11 u01ξ1
−
Z +∞
ξ1
8−1 ξ1 + c 8−1 ξ2u01ξ2 dξ < 0
(2.9)
when 8−1 ξ11 = 0, and
0=
Z +∞
ξ1
L08−1 ξ2 u02ξdξ
=d 8−1 ξ12 u02ξξ1 − d 8−1ξξ12 u02ξ1
−
Z +∞
ξ1
b 8−1 ξ1 + 8−1 ξ2u02ξ2 dξ < 0
(2.10)
when 8−1 ξ12 = 0. This contradiction implies that 8−1 ξ s 0 holds for
any ξ ≥ 0.
Since u0ξξ is a nontrivial bounded solution of L0 u = 0 on 0;+∞, we
have u0ξξ = C38−1 ξ+C48−2 ξ, where C3 and C4 are suitable constants
satisfying C3; C4 6= 0. If C4 = 0 is satisfied, then we obtain
0 > u01ξξu02ξξ = C23 8−1 ξ1 8−1 ξ2 > 0:
This contradiction implies C4 6= 0. Setting
U1;U2;U3;U4ξ = 8−1 ;8−2 ;8+1 ;8+2 ξ
0BB@
1 C3 0 0
0 C4 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1CCA ;
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we have U2ξ = u0ξξ for any ξ ≥ 0, and we see from C4 6= 0 that
Ujξ 4j=1 is a fundamental set of solutions of L0 u = 0. By Lemma 2.2,
we obtain
detU1;U2ξ > 0 for any ξ > 0: (2.11)
Substituting ξ1 = 0 into (2.9) and (2.10), we have U1ξ0 ≺s 0. The inequal-
ity U2ξ0 = u0ξξ0 o 0 (6= 0) leads to
detU1ξ;U2ξ0 < 0: (2.12)
Let uξ be a solution of
L0 u= 0; ξ > 0;
uξ0= 0; uη = 0
(2.13)
with a parameter η > 0. Then uξ can be represented as
uξ = U1;U2;U3;U4ξC5;
where C5 is a suitable 4-dimensional vector. It is obvious that (2.13) has a
nontrivial solution if and only if the 4× 4 matrix
Mη =
 
U1ξ0 U2ξ0 U3ξ0 U4ξ0
U1η U2η U3η U4η
!
has the eigenvalue 0. By Lemma 2.3, we have
lim
η→+∞
n
detU3;U4η e−0
+
1 +0+2 η
o
=
8>>>><>>>>:
−p20
+
1  − p20+2 
f−21
6= 0 if γ1 6= γ2;
d
dγ
p2γ1
f−21
6= 0 if γ1 = γ2;
and then we obtain
detMη = detU1ξ;U2ξ0 detU3;U4η 1+ o1 6= 0
as η→ +∞. Hence it follows that there exists τ0 > 0 such that (2.13) has
no nontrivial solutions for each η ≥ τ0. We set uˆ = u0τ0 + p and τ = τ0,
where p = p1; p2.
Let us find a positive solution of the problem (2.6)–(2.7) for any ρ =
p; q in a neighborhood of ρ = 0. Setting
z = u;uξ; z0ξ = u0;u0ξξ; Hv = h−v; 0;
Frz; q = uξ;−D−1 fu; v− + q;
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we can rewrite the problem (2.6)–(2.7) as
d
dξ
z=Frz; q; ξ > 0;
z0= z0τ0 + p; r;
z+∞=Hv− + q;
where r will be determined later. By the change of variables
z = z0ξ + τ0 +Hv− + q −Hv− + x;
the above problem becomes
d
dξ
x=Aξ x+ Nξ; x; q; ξ > 0;
x0= p; r +Hv− −Hv− + q;
x+∞= 0;
(2.14)
where Aξ = ∂
∂z F
rz0ξ + τ0; 0 and
Nξ; x; q = Frz; q − Frz0ξ + τ0; 0 −Aξ x:
We define Xξ by
Xξ =

U1 U2 U3 U4
U1ξ U2ξ U3ξ U4ξ

ξ + τ0:
It is obvious that Xξ is a fundamental matrix of d
dξ
x = Aξ x. Further-
more we see from Lemma 2.3 that there exists C6 > 0 such that for any
ξ > 0 and η > 0, Xξ satisfies
XξP Xη−1  ≤C6 e−δ1 ξ−η if ξ ≥ η;
Xξ I − PXη−1  ≤C6 e−δ1 η−ξ if ξ ≤ η;
where P = diag1; 1; 0; 0 and δ1 = 0+1 /2. Let x∗i ξ and x∗ijξ be the
ith row vector and the i; j-element, respectively, of Xξ−1. It is easy to
check that for each j, u∗j ξ = x∗j3; x∗j4/dξ− τ0 is a nontrivial solution of
L∗0 u = 0 and satisfies u∗jξξ = −x∗j1; x∗j2/dξ − τ0 for any ξ, where L∗0
is the formal adjoint operator of L0. We know the following (for example,
see Lemma 3.2 in Kokubu [8]):
Lemma 2.4 xξ is a solution of (2.14) if and only if xξ satisfies
Er; ρ ≡
0BB@ x
∗
30 x0 +
Z +∞
0
x∗3ξNξ; xξ; qdξ
x∗40 x0 +
Z +∞
0
x∗4ξNξ; xξ; qdξ
1CCA = 0:
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By (2.11), we have E0; 0 = 0 and
det
∂
∂r
E0; 0 = det

x∗33 x
∗
34
x∗43 x
∗
44

0 = detU1;U2τ0
detX0 6= 0:
It follows from the implicit function theorem that there exists a C1-class
function uI:; ρ defined on a neighborhood of ρ = 0 such that uIξ; ρ is
a solution of the problem (2.6)–(2.7) for each ρ and satisfies
lim
ρ→0
uI:; ρ − u0:+ τ0 C20;+∞;R2 = 0:
Since u0ξ is positive for each ξ, we see from the comparison principle
that uIξ; ρ is positive for each ξ; ρ.
We seek a solution of (2.2) with the form
u=1− θyhvOy; v− + q + θyuIy/ε; ρ + u˜;
v= vOy; v− + q + v˜;
where θy is a C∞-cutoff function satisfying 0 ≤ θy ≤ 1 for any y ≥ 0
and
θy =
(
1 for 0 ≤ y ≤ 1/4;
0 for y ≥ 3/4:
We define T x Xε→ Y by
T w; ε; ρ =
 
ε2 Duyy + χε fu; v
vyy + σ χε gu; v
!
; w = u˜; v˜:
Lemma 2.5 (Lemma 2.8 in [7]). The following properties are satisfied
in a neighborhood of ε; ρ = 0; 0:
(i) T is continuously differentiable with respect to w, and there exists
C7 > 0 such that
 ∂
∂w
T w1; ε; ρ −
∂
∂w
T w2; ε; ρ LXε;Y ≤ C7 w1 − w2 Xε
for any w1, w2 ∈ Xε;
(ii)
∂
∂w
T 0; ε; ρ has an inverse;
(iii) T 0; ε; ρ Y → 0 holds as ε→ 0 uniformly in ρ.
It follows from the above lemma and the implicit function theorem that
there exists a positive solution ur; vrx; ε; ρ of (2.1R) for any ε; ρ in a
neighborhood of ε; ρ = 0; 0.
2.2. Solutions of (2.1L)
We use the change of variables
x = εη; u = u0η + p+ u`1; v = v− + q+ v`1
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to rewrite (2.1L) as0@ L0 fvu0; v−
0
d2
dη2
1A u`1
v`1

= −

F`u`1; v`1; ε; ρ
G`u`1; v`1; ε; ρ

(2.15)
with the boundary conditions
u`1η0 = 0; u`1τ0 = 0; v`1η0 = 0; v`1τ0 = 0;
where G`u`1; v`1; ε; ρ = ε2 σ gu; v and
F`u`1; v`1; ε; ρ = fu; v − fu0; v− −
∂
∂u
fu0; v−u`1 −
∂
∂v
fu0; v− v`1:
Clearly we have F`;G`0; 0; 0; 0 = 0; 0. Since the operator given by
the left–hand side of (2.15) has an inverse by virtue of the choice of τ0, we
see from the implicit function theorem that (2.15) has a unique solution
u`1; v`1η; ε; ρ for any ε; ρ in a neighborhood of ε; ρ = 0; 0, which
implies that
u`; v`x; ε; ρ = u0x/ε; v− + ρ+ u`1; v`1x/ε; ε; ρ
is a positive solution of (2.1L). Furthermore we can easily obtain
v`1η; ε; ρ = ε2

σ
Z τ0
η
Z τ
0
gu0ξ; v−dξ dτ +O ε; ρ 

as ε; ρ → 0; 0. By
∂
∂ε
F`0; 0; 0; 0 = 0; ∂
∂ρ
F`0; 0; 0; 0 =  ∂
∂u1
f;
∂
∂u2
f;
∂
∂v
fu0; v−;
we have
u`1:; ε; ρ = p1 U`;1 + p2 U`;2 + qU`;v +O ε; ρ 2
as ε; ρ → 0; 0, where U`;1η (respectively, U`;2η) is the solution of
L0 u = 0 with uη0 = 0 and uτ0 = 1; 0 (respectively, uτ0 = 0; 1),
and U`;vη is the solution of L0 u = − ∂∂v fu0; v− with uη0 = 0 and
uτ0 = 0. By the boundary condition, we have
detU`;1;U`;20 6= 0 (2.16)
and
0=
Z τ0
0
L0 U`;jη;u∗kηdη
= U`;jη τ0;Du∗kτ0 − U`;jτ0;Du∗kξτ0 + U`;j0;Du∗kξ0
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for each j = 1, 2 and k = 3, 4. By U`;1;U`;2τ0 = I2, we obtain
∂
∂r
E0; 0 U`;1η ;U`;2η τ0
= − ∂
∂p
E0; 0 +

x∗31 x
∗
32
x∗41 x
∗
42

−τ0 U`;1;U`;20:
From (2.11), (2.12), (2.16), ∂
∂rE0; 0 ∂∂p uIξ0; 0 = − ∂∂pE0; 0, and
det
 
x∗31 x
∗
32
x∗41 x
∗
42
!
−τ0 =
detU1ξ;U2ξ0
detX0 ;
we have
det
 
∂
∂p
uIξ0; 0 − U`;1η ;U`;2η τ0
!
= detU1ξ;U2ξ0 detU
`;1;U`;20
detU1;U2τ0
6= 0:
(2.17)
2.3. C1–Matching
We define 8;9 by
8;9ε; ρ = ε urx; vrxε τ0; ε; ρ − ε u`x; v`xε τ0; ε; ρ:
By construction and Lemma 2.1, we have 8;90; 0 = 0; 0, ∂
∂p90; 0 =
0, and ∂
∂q
90; 0 = ∂
∂vˆ
vOy 0; v− 6= 0. Since
80; p; 0 = uIξ0; p; 0 − p1 U`;1η τ0 − p2 U`;2η τ0 +O p 2
holds as p → 0, we have det ∂
∂p80; 0 6= 0 because of (2.17). Hence we
obtain
det
∂8;9
∂ρ
0; 0 = ∂
∂q
90; 0 det ∂
∂p
80; 0 6= 0:
By the implicit function theorem, we see the existence of spatially inhomo-
geneous positive stationary solutions of (1.1) satisfying the properties (i),
(ii), and (iii) in Theorem 1.1.
3. STABILITY
In this section, we discuss the stability of the spatially inhomogeneous
positive stationary solution uε; vεx of (1.1) for r ∈ Rs with s ∈ −;+.
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To do this, it is enough to study the distribution of the eigenvalues of the
linearized eigenvalue problem of (1.1) around uε; vεx
λw=Lε w + fεv x z;
σ λ z= zxx + σ gεuxw + σ gεvx z; x ∈ 0; 1;
wx= 0; zx = 0; x = 0; 1;
(3.1)
where w = w1; w2, Lε w = ε2 Dwxx + fεu xw, and 
fεu f
ε
v
gεu g
ε
v
!
x = ∂f; g
∂u; vu
ε; vεx:
We denote by L∗ ε the adjoint operator of Lε. Let  ζεn ∞n=0 be the set of
eigenvalues of Lε with the Neumann boundary condition. Without loss of
generality, we may assume < ζεn ≤ < ζε0 for any n ≥ 1.
Lemma 3.1 (Lemma 3.8 in [6]). There exist ζ0 > 0 and µ0 > 0 such
that σL0 ∩  ζ ∈ C  < ζ ≥ ζ0 − µ0  =  ζ0  holds and ζ0 is a simple
eigenvalue, where σL0 is the set of spectra of L0 relative to the space of
uniformly bounded continuous functions from R to R2 with the supremum
norm.
Using the above lemma, we have the following in a manner similar to
the proof of Lemma 1.4 in Nishiura and Fujii [11]:
Lemma 3.2 ζε0 is simple and satisfies ζ
ε
0 = ζ0 + ε ζˆε0 as ε→ 0, where ζˆε0
is a continuous function on ε. Furthermore there exist ε1 > 0 and µ1 > 0 such
that < ζεn ≤ ζ0 − µ1 for any 0 < ε ≤ ε1 and n ≥ 1.
We denote by φε (respectively, φ∗ ε) an eigenfunction of Lε (respec-
tively, L∗ ε) with the Neumann boundary condition corresponding to the
eigenvalue ζε0 . Without loss of generality, we may normalize φ
ε and φ∗ ε as
φε L2 = 1 and φε;φ∗ ε  = 1, where :; : is the inner product in L2.
We define Pε by Pε u = u− u; φ∗ ε φε and set 3µ = λ ∈ C  <λ >
ζ0 −µ . It follows from the above lemma that there exists C8 > 0 such that
 Lε − λPε−1  ≤
C8
λ− ζ0 + µ1 
holds for any 0 < ε ≤ ε1 and λ ∈ 3µ1/2 and that the solution w of
Lε − λw = −fεv z is represented as
w = − f
ε
v z;φ
∗ ε 
ζε0 − λ
φε − Lε − λPε−1 Pε fεv z: (3.2)
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By substituting the above formula into the second equation of (3.1), we
obtain the eigenvalue problem
0=Lε;λ z −  f
ε
v z;φ
∗ ε 
ζε0 − λ
gεuφ
ε; x ∈ 0; 1;
zx= 0; x = 0; 1;
(3.3)
where
Lε;λ z = 1
σ
zxx − gεu Lε − λPε−1 Pε fεv z + gεv z − λ z:
Lemma 3.3 (Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 in [11]). As ε→ 0,
(i) Lε − λPε−1 Pε fεv z → f0u − λ−1 f0v z strongly in the L2-sense,
(ii)  gεuφε; z /
√
ε→ C9 z0 and  fεv z;φ∗ ε /
√
ε→ C10 z0
hold, where φˆξ = limε→0
√
εφεξ/ε, φˆ∗ξ = limε→0
√
εφ∗ εξ/ε,
C9 =
Z +∞
0
∂
∂u
gu0ξ; vs φˆξdξ; C10 =
Z +∞
0
∂
∂v
fu0ξ; vs φˆ∗ξdξ:
Lemma 3.4 (Lemma 3.1 in [11]). There exist ε2 > 0 and 0 < µ2 <
µ1/2 such that Lε;λ has a uniform bounded inverse Kε;λ x H−1 → H1N for
any 0 < ε ≤ ε2 and λ ∈ 3µ2 which is continuous on ε and analytical on λ
in the operator norm sense, where H1N = u ∈ H1 ux0 = 0 = ux1 .
By the above lemma, the solution z of (3.3) can be represented as
z =  f
ε
v z;φ
∗ ε 
ζε0 − λ
Kε;λgεuφε: (3.4)
By applying  fεv :; φ∗ ε  to both sides, we have
 fεv z;φ∗ ε 

1−  f
ε
v K
ε;λ gεuφε; φ∗ ε 
ζε0 − λ

= 0:
If  fεv z;φ∗ ε  = 0 holds, then we have w; zx = 0; 0 for any x ∈ 0; 1
because of (3.2) and (3.4). This implies that we may only study the zeros of
F λ; ε = 1
ε
ζε0 − λ−  fεv Kε;λ gεuφε; φ∗ ε :
Since F λ; ε is similar to the function which is represented as (3.12) in
Nishiura and Tsujikawa [12], the following holds:
Lemma 3.5 (Theorem 3.8 in [12]). The function F λ; ε has a positive
zero for any ε in a neighborhood of ε = 0.
It follows from the above lemma that uε; vεx is unstable for suffi-
ciently small ε > 0. Thus the proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed.
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